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The Software Engineering Division, in coordination with the
Requirements and Analysis Division and the Engineering Computers
Division, designed and implemented a Fortran computer program which
models and simulates the data relay activities for a system of satellite
payloads and Tracking Data Relay Satellites (TDRS) . Although the
immediate goal was to simulate a specific activity, the software was
designed with some consideration to broader applications. This is par-
ticularly true of the TDRS scheduler. In general, a set of available
resourceA and potential resource users (requestors to be serviced) are
defined by input parameters. Disk files are specified (after preparation
by auxiliary software) which contain resource available time lines and
requestor/resource compatibility time lines, i.e., line-of-sight (LOS)
time lines when scheduling satellite to TDRS relay activities. Requests
are generated, based upon any of several models selected, in the form
of request windows which specify the time period in which a resource
can be used. The request window may as equal to or greater than the
time period required to satisfy the request. A request will not be
scheduled unless an additional constraint, imposed by a time line file,
is met, e.g.. satellite to TDRS LOS. Requests are scheduled on a
priority basis and by order of entry into the requestor array. Resource
available windows become candidates for scheduling by chronological order
and by order of entry. All scheduling activities are recorded as events
In a disk file which is available for further analyses or entry into sub-
sequent scheduling runs. Various statistical data are logged during the
program execution for printout to the user. In addition to these general
capabilities, the software is highly modular to facilitate modifications.
For example, new request models or different schemes for dynamically
assigning priority can be easily accommodated
Currently, the software is operational on the PRIME 400 mini-
computer in Data Systems Laboratory. Many small utility programs may
be used to facilitate specific applications. but there are two primary
programs — Landsat Scheduler and TDRS Scheduler.
Landsat Scheduler schedules the real-time (R /T) data relays from
the orbiting Landsat D and Landsat D' payloads through two geostationary
TDRS's. TDRS Scheduler primarily schedules tape recorder (T/R) dumps
from the remaining satellite payloads through a system of TDRS's. The
TDRS Scheduler also has the capability for real-time data relay schedul-
ing, described in Section 3.2 under Interactive Capabilities. Figure 1-1
is a block diagram of the Entire system, showing the relationship of these
programs to the DSDS software. The DSDS is used to generate LOS
time lines between the payloads and the TDRS's, reflecting time of
acquisition and loss of sight windows.
Each program allows operator intertiction for setup through a
series of prompts and responses at a PRIME 400 computer CRT terminal,











































The operator must enter setup, as well as run-time parameters. The
TDRS Scheduler allows the operator to do a program interrupt/restart
to change some of these parameters with different setup Slew. In addi-
tion the Scheduler allows the operator to make it-rative program runs to
use the remaining available TDRS resource windows from the previous
run for scheduling other requestor requirements.
To obtain an ASCII printout of the binary output files, the
operator uses the program #NEW.OUTPUT. Finally the existing inter-
active plot software called AREAEXPAND is used to generate various









2.1.1 Landeat D a D' Pry-pram
The Landsat Scheduler program LAND.D&DP schedules real-time
(R/T) data relays from Landsat D and D' satellites through two geo-
stationary TDRS's — TDRS East and TDRS West. Each TDRS is
scheduled by separate program execution runs usinp r unique setup
parameters for each.
THe LAND.D&DP program uses, as input, either the output line-
of-sight (LOS) time line files generated by the DSDS simulation software
program, or the output time line files generated by the TLGEN program.
(See Appendix D for TLGEN program description and operating
instructions.)
Basically, the LAND.D&DP program reads an "I.OS window" (time
of TDRS acquisition and loss of sight) from the input file and attempts
to schedule a "request window" (a time period when transmission of data
occurs) for odd and even orbits. both I.andsat D and D', according to
the setup parameters established by the user at the beginning of the
program. Since TDRS East and TDRS West are run as separate program
executions, provisions should be made in the setup parameters to allow.
for a given payload. only one TDRS to be receiving data during a given
time period. This can be accomplished by setting the TDRS East's
potential scheduling start time to zero and ending with a length of
one-half of the orbital period: for TDRS West, potential scheduling should
start at one-half the orbital period and end with a length of one-half of
the orbital period (see Section 2.2.1). The detailed scheduling algorithm
is described in Section 2.3.
The LAND.D&DP also has the capability of reserving specific time
periods for hardware preventative maintenance (PM). when neither TDRS
East nor TDRS West will be allowed to receive/transmit data. This
capability is also established at the beginning of the program when the
user inputs the setup parameters.
Scheduled "request windows" (32-word records containing the
"on-off" time periods and related scheduling data) are written to an
output disk file in the same format as the input file (see Figure 4-1 for
input/output file layout) . The LAND.D&DP output file will be used as
an input file for the TDRS Scheduler.
2.1.2 Landsat D Program
j	 The Landsat Scheduler program LAND . D is identical to LAND.D&DP,






Beftre executing the Landed Scheduler, the user should be
IR81truoted as to which program to use ( see Section 2.1) . i
Particular attention should also be given to proper setup of the
parameters DLTATI and DLTAT2, according to the TDRS that is being
processed. Generally, the ibllowing will apply:
•
	
	 TDRS East TDRS West
DLTATi — Start of Potential Scheduling
Period (L^ min)
	 0.	 TORB/2.
DLTAT2 — Length of Potential Schedul-
ing Period (in min) TORB/2. TORB/2.
This will prevent transmission of data occurriaa simultaneously to TDRS
But and TDRS West from the same payload.
2.2.2 Operator Instructions
The initialisation and run -time procedures for the Landed Scheduler
are as follows:
1. Sign in on the PRIME 400 using the appropriate user file
directory ( UFD) where the files to be used are located.
2. For a hard copy of everything that appears on the CRT during
a program execution run. enter 'COMO filename' for eventual spooling to
the line printer.
S. To initiate program execution, enter one of the following:
'BEG #LAND . D&DP'	 ( for the Landsat D o D' Program)
or
'BEG #LAND . D`	 (for the Landsat D Program)
4. Enter the setup parameters by responding to the CRT prompts,
as specified in Figure 2-1.
S. The Landsat Scheduler will print the scheduled results to the
CRT. Normal termination of scheduling will result in one of the followinfr.
messages to be printed A the end of the scheduling data:
'END OF FILE RFLG = 1'
or
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11gure 2-1. Landsat Scheduler input setup parameters.
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(Other program messages printed to the CDT during exec are
described in Section 2 . 4.3. Error messages mid their corrective action
we explained in Appendix A-3.)
Following the scheduling results. the program-will print a statistical
summary and then terminate. (See sample printout of the program output
in Appendix 4.1. )
6. If a 'COMO' tik was initiated, terminate it by eatmiag
'COMO -END'. To spool the COMO file and get a hard copy at the line
printer, eater 'SPOOL filename -FTN'.
T. To convert the binary output disk file to a readable ASCII
format, enter 'BEG #NEW.OttTPUT'. Respond to the CRT prompt for. the
output filensme by entering either a spooling filename ibr an eventual
ASCII print to the line printer. or a carriage return for an ASCII print
to the CRT. (See sample printout of the output disk file in Appendix
A.2.)
6. If desired, the operator may run the AREAEXPAND program
to generate various plots for detailed analyses and reports. (See sample
printout of the AREAEXPAND output in Appendix B.5.)
2.2. S Program Messages
Listed below are the possible program messages that may appear
while executing the Landsat Scheduler programs. Following each
message will be the name of the subroutine supplying the message and a
brief explanation, where needed. (NOTE: Messages supplied by DPR.IM
will never appear in the LAND . U proiiW since Landsat D' is never
scheduled.)
'*'^**• CANT SCHEDULE ODD-NO ORBIT XXXXX. *****'
(LANDSA -- Self-explanatory-
'***** CANT SCIIEDVIX EVEN-NO ORBIT XXXXX. *****'
•	 (LANDSA - SOr -explanatory )
ORBNO XXXXX. (T4.T3) ADJUSTED BY XXXXX.XXX
MINUTES *****i
(I.ANDSA - In order to fit within the "partial
1,08 window." the "request window" was
adjusted to the left.)
ORBNO XXXXX. - (T3.T4) ADJUSTED BY XXXXX.XXX
MINUTES *****'
(I.ANDSA - In . ,Pder to Ht within the "partial
IDS window." V..- "request window" was




!+**^ LANDSAT D NOT SCHEDULED •^'+e'^'
{DPROM — If Landeat D was not scheduled.
Lsndsat D' will not be scheduled.)
BEYOND STOP TIME
(DPRI>r!B — Exceeded ®isaion stop tlwe while
trying to schedule Landeat D1.)
'mss RESERVED FOR PH TIAM *0* 00#
(DPRIMB — Could not schedule "requested
•	 window" because it a°curred within a preventative
maintenance period.)
'END OF FILE RFLGZ = 1'
(DREAD — End of disk input file encountered; 	 •
normal termination.)
'BEYOND MISSION STOP TIME RFLG = 2'
(DREAD — "Request window" has exceeded
mission stop time; normal termination.)







Figure 2-2 is a block diagram of the general data flow for the
Landsat Scheduler programs. The complete diagram represents the
k	 LAND . D&DP program. LAND . D is identical to LAND . D&DP except for the
portion shown within the dashed lines.
The LAND.D&DP algorithm will be described in 2.3.2 and will
indicate the exceptions for LAND.D, when applicable.
The following general information may be helpful in understanding
the detailed scheduling algorithm.
1. A pair of records, as read from the input file, are needed to
represent an "LOS window" — one being a beginning-LOS record ("on";
and the other being an ending-LOS record ("off"). (For the input file
to be valid, it must contain records that have alternating "on-off" status
codes.) The on-off codes designate when a Landsat can be seen by the
TDRS. The programs translate an "on" code to mean "window on" (WON)
and an "off" code to mean "window off" (WOFF). WON will be defined
as being greater than or equal to MSTART, and WOFF will be defined
as being less than or equal to MSTOP.
2. Some Landsat-TDRS contacts can last for more than one Landsat
orbit. In order to process these, the program limits the line-of-sight
windows to a single orbital period (TORB) by using the "partial window
on" (TON) and "partial window off" (TOFF) parameters. While WON and
WOFF are used to hold the window on-off pair as read from the input
disk file, TON and TOFF are used to hold the partial window on-off
pair for a current orbit being scheduled. TON will be defined as being
f	 greater than or equal to the beginning orbit time (BEGORB) , and TOFF
will be defined as being less than or equal to the ending orbit time
(ENDORB) .
3. The orbit number (ORBNO) is the current number of the orbit.
Orbit number one starts at MS'CART time. As each orbit begins, the
orbit number is incremented, and the beginning s orbit (BEGORB) and
ending orbit (ENDORB) times are recomputed as follows:
BEGORB = MSTART + TORB (ORBNO - 1.0) + DI.TAT 1
ENDORB = BEGORB + DI,TAT2
i
4. As stated earlier, preventative maintenance (PM) periods are
time periods ("PM, windows") that will be reserved for hardware pre-
ventative maintenance. No TDRS-payload relays will be allowed during	 {
these time periods. A PM window consists of a beginning and ending
time period that is computed as follows:
11
i







Figure 2-2. Landsat Scheduler program block diagram.
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F PM Start Time (PMTI)	 MSTART + PMST*T	 PMT 1 + PUBT ,T
PM Stop Time (PMTS)	 PMT 1 + PMDUR	 PMT1 + PMDUR
A complete . list of the program parameters and definitions can be fbund
in Section 2.4.
2.3.2 Scheduling Algorithm
Each execution of one of the Landeat Scheduler programs is designed
to process the receipt /transmission of R /T data relays for a single TURS.
This method of scheduling allows maximum flexibility.
A. Initialisation and Setup
Only one input file and one output file are required by each of the
Landsat Scheduler programs. These are initially opened by the main
program and will remain open until processing of data has ceased.
The user is asked, by way of CRT prompts, to provide setup
parameters to be used by the program (see Figure 2-1). The program	 j
will "echo" the setup parameters back to the CRT user, will write the
first record on the output disk file using the mission start time, and
will begin scheduling.
B. "Request Window" Scheduling
1. For the Landsat D odd-numbered orbits:
a. The program gets an LOS window using the DREAD sub-
routine.
•	 1) DREAD checks the PM +.'lag, (PMFLG) to see if a partial
window was saved by a previo » 	`.-Airend ^ which a PM period subdivided
an LOS window.
If so, the saved window is placed in WON and WOFF and the pro-
gram continues.
If not, DREAD gets a new window by performing the following
functions:
— Checks for alternating on-off status codes.
— Reads a window from the TDRS file until the window is between
MSTART and MSTOP times, or until EOF is reached.
13
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r.^.qre.='rrlRr??";'+^	 —q;,.i	 .rr, .. r.e^ 	,4r
w+
- Placrw window start and stop times in WON and WOFF (WON 2
MSTART and WOFF % MSTOP) .
- Sets the condition for the read flag (RFLG) to one of the
following:
4 = "normal read" condition
i = end of Me encountered
2 = time read exceeded mission stop time
3 = window error (neither "on" nor "off" status)
4 = physical read error
5 = two consecutive end -of-LOS windows encountered
6 = two consecutive begin-of-LOS windows encountered
2) DREAD calls the PM schedule (PMSCHD) and PM
generation (PMGEK) subroutines to check for a PM window and takes the
appropriate action after setting the PM flag (PMFLG).
— 
PMSCHD checks to see if the current LOS window begins before
the end of the current PM period (PMT2) .
If not, a new PM window is generated and stored in a temporary
storage array buffer (STACK). (NOTE: This STACK is the same buffer
used to store "request window" resuTts before sorting and writing them
to thc: output disk file.) The program then continues to compare the
new PM window with the current LOS window.
If the LOS window does begin before the end of the current PM
period, then the start and stop times of both windows are compared.
— PMSCHD compares the current LOS window with the current
PM window and adjusts, when necessary. the LOS window's WON and/or
WOFF times to allow only the non-overlapping LOS window times to be
available for scheduling. A P&I !I 1g (PMFLG) will be set to indicate the
PM status condition:
PMFLG = 0 Normal return — no PM occurring. or the over-
lapping 1.08 window was adjusted to the left or
right of the PM window. The program will proceed.
= 1 PM time was occurring for the entire LOS window,
so the program will return to DREAD to get the
next LOS window.
= 3 PM time subdivided the LOS window. using the
first portion for the current LOS window and saving
the other portion for the next time when DREAD





b. The LANDSA subroutine checks the read flag (RFLG) con-
dition to assure that a "normal read y was made.
If not, the subroutine returns to the main program to exit, close
files, and terminate.
If a "normal read" was made, then a "trial" TON and TOFF are
established using the WON and WOFF returned from DREAD. This "trial"
TOM a-Id TOFF are checked and adjusted, when necessary, to a final
TON and TOFF (not less than ilia nE^^Fn —c or a aa+ar t a the
ENDORB time).
c. Next, LANDSA checks to see if the current "partial LOS
window" (TON,TOFF) is wide enough (_< DTIME) to schedule a R/T data
relay.
If not, the start and stop times (T1,T2) will be set to a maximum
negative value (-4000000.0). The program will proceed to store those
scheduled results in the STACK storage buffer.
If the window is wide enough. the R /T data relay schedule times
(T1,T2) will be computed as follows, using a random number betty^en
6.0 and 1.0:
T1 = Random No. X (TOFF - TON - DTIME) + TON
T2 = T1 + DTIME
d. The scheduled results far the Landsat D odd orbit (either
the maximum negative values or the actual R/T data relay schedule times)
will be stored in the temporary STACK storage buffer. The sign of the
time values being placed in the buffer will be changed, negatively, to
facilitate sorting the STACK later in descending order. At the same
time, the following record-related data will be stored: Request ID,
Request Type, Resource ID, and a complemented on-off status code.
( NOTE: The on-off status codes being placed in the STACK are com-
plemented so that when the STACK is written to the output disk file,
the output file will represent a "resource availability" time line for the
TDRS Scheduler to use. That is, when the Landsat Scheduler has
scheduled a "request window," its beginning time record will be repre-
sented by an 'off" status code and the ending time record will be repre-
sented by an 'on" status code on the output disk file. The time remain-
ing unscheduled (i.e. , the time between an "on" and an 'off" code) will
be "resource availability" time to the TDRS Scheduler.)
2. For the Landsat D' odd-numbered orbits:*
a. LANDSA subroutine calls the DPRIME subroutine to schedule
the start and stop times (DPTI,DPT2) for the Landsat D' odd orbit.




1) DPRMME immediately checks to an if the Landsat D odd
orbit was scheduled.
If not, Landsat D' will not be scheduled. The start and stop times
(DPTI,DPT2) will be set to the maximum negative value (-4000000.0).
The program will proceed to store those scheduled results in the STACK
storage buffer.
If the Landsat D odd orbit was scheduled, then Landsat D' will be
scheduled based upon the Landsat D odd scheduled reswts. The schedule
times for, Landsat D' are computed as follows:
DPT1 = T1 + TOFFST
DPT2 = T2 + TOFFST
2) Once a D' relay has been scheduled, the start and stop
times (DPTI,DPT2) are checked to see if either of them overlap or fall
within a PM period.
If so, the D' odd orbit will not be scheduled. The start and stop
times will be reset to the maximum negative value and the program will
proceed to store those scheduled results in the STACK storage buffer.
If the D' start and stop times are outside the current PM time
period, the program will proceed to store the scheduled results.
b. The scheduled results for the Landsat D' odd orbit
(either the maximum negative values or the actual R /T data relay
schedule times) will be stored in the STACK storage buffer as was done
for the Landsat D scheduled results.
3. For the Landsat D and D'* even-numbered orbits:
a. The Landsat D even-numbered orbits will be scheduled and
stored exactly the same as the odd-numbered orbits, except for the
method of computing the even orbit start and stop times (T3,T4).
1) If the Landsat D odd orbit (T 1.T2) was a schedulable
event, then the even orbit (T 3.'M will be scheduled based upon the
odd orbit as follows:
T3 = TI + TORB
T4 = T3 + DT1ME
Then, the start and stop times (T3,T4) will be checked against
the current "partial LOS window" times (TON.TOFF) to insure that the
scheduled times do not exceed the partial window boundaries. The
start and/or stop times will be adjusted to the right or left when
necessary.
16




8) If the Lands qt D odd orbit (TIM) was not a
schedulable event, the Landsat D even orbit (T3,T4) will be scheduled
randomly, exactly as was done for the odd orbit.
T9 = Random No. Y CCOFF - TON - DT,ME) + TON I	 '
T4 = T3 + DTIMh
b. The Landsat D' even ► uimbered orbit will be scheduled
and stored exactly as was do-c or the Landsat D' odd orbit.*
4. The records from the STACK storage buffer will be written to
the output Pile and the program will proceed to process the next complete
cycle of LANDSA subroutine until in error or end of file is encountered.
	 i
- After one complete cycle of the LANDSA subroutine, as
described above, the first word (if each of the STACK buffer records
will contain the following:
Rec. No. Word 1 Contents
1 A PM window start time
2 A PM window stop time
3 I.andsat D odd orbit start time
i	 4 Landsat D odd orbit stop time
5 Landsnt P' odd orbit start time
S Landsat D' odd orbit stop time
7 Landsat D even orbit start time
8 Landsat D even orbit stop time
z	 9 Landsat D' even orbit start time
10 Landsat D' even orbit stop time
!	 Thereafter, a maximum of two complete cycles ( 20 records) may be con-
4	 tained in the STACK buffer.
- At the end of each cycle through LANDSA, a flag (FLAG) will
be set to indicate that a "normal read" condition (no errors or end of
file was encountered, RFLG = 0) was maintained during the cycle.
When a "normal read" is no longer maintained. at any time during
the cycle, LANDSA prepares to exit by setting the flag to clear the
STACK of the remaining sorted records and writes them to the output
disk file.
*Landsat Scheduler program LAND . D does not schedule a D' relay.
17
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If a "normal read" condition is maintained, then the DWAITS sub-
routine is called.
— DWRITB checks to see if ten or less records are stored in the
STACK.
If so, the program holds those ten or less records in the STACK
and returns to process the next complete "request window" scheduling
cycle.
If more than ten reeords exist in the STACK, the recods are
sorted in descending* ni-der by chronological time. (Ten records will
remain in the STACK to be chronologically sorted with the next cycle.)
Those records ekeeading the Wrath one will be considered for writing to
the output disk file, sturtin.; rrom the bottom of the STACK on up.
If the record was "srbcdulaolc-," then the sign of the time word
will be changed back to its oril rinal value. The record will be written
to the output file.
If the record was "not schedulable," then the record will be
skipped and the next one will be considered.
C. Closing and Summarization
LANDSA returns control to the main program when the fine
"request window" /scheduling; results Tire written to the output disk file.
The main program completes the processing by: (1) writing the last
record on the output disk file urging the mission stop time; and (2)
completing run summary statistics and printing the summarization results
to the CRT opceator.
The files are closed (input and output) and the program returns
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2.4 St1BROUTINNG
2.4.1 Common Variables — All Subroutines:
1. Subroutine Names:
The subroutines LANDSA, DREAD, DPRIMB. DSTORE, WRITS,
PMSCHD, and MEN contain common variables. These common variables
exist within a separate file, COMLST, and are inserted into the sub-
	 1
routines by means of '$INSERT COMLST'.
2. Variables /Definitions:
DLTATI — Start of the potential scheduling period (in minutes).
DLTAT2 — Length of all potential scheduling periods (in
minutes).
DPT1 — The current start time (in minutes) Jbr a scheduled
Landsat D' odd orbit relay.
DPT2 — The current stop time (in minutes) for a scheduled
Landsat D' odd orbit relay.
DPT3 — The current start time (in minutes) for a scheduled
Landsat D' even orbit relay.
DPT4 — The current stop time (in minutes) for a scheduled
Landeat D' even orbit relay.
DTIME — The duration of a real /time data relay (in minutes).
FLAG — A write status flag:
NOCLH = 0. a normal clear call to write a portion
of the STACK to the output disk file.
ICLR = 1, a final clear call to empty the entire
STACK.
INAME — The input file name.
IOFF — Contains the numeric value of 2 which represents "off".
ION — Contains the numeric value of 1 which represents "on".
IR — The current record number counter for the STACK.
ISTFLG — A store flag to indicate what kind of data is being
stored. If the value is:
0 = a request window.
1 = a PM window.
KEY 1 — Represents a numeric value of 1. i
KEY2 — Represents a numeric value of 2. i
j	 KEY3 — Represents a numeric value of 3.
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KEY 4 - Represents a numeric value a 4.
LINE - The current line counter for the output data printed
to the CRT operator.
MAX - Represents the maximum value of -4000000.9.
MSTART - The mission start time (in minutes).
MSTOP - The mission stop time (in minutes).
Wed.	
NRFIL - The cumulative oount !br the number of requests
NRUNF - The cumulative count for the number of requests
unfilled.
ONAME - The output file name.
PMDUR -- Duration time of each PM period (in minutes).
PMFI.G - A PM stittus flag:
0 = normal return
1 = PM occurring
3 = PM subdii4ded an LOS window
PMFRFQ - Time between successive PM periods (in minutes).
PMTIME - The cumulative total PM time (in minutes).
PMT1 -- The start time of it Preventative Maintenance (PM)
window.
PMT2 - The stop time of it Preventative Maintenance (PM)
window.
PMSTRT - The start time of the first PM period (in minutes).
RBUF - The 32 -word buffer for the current I/O records.
RFLG - Represents aread flag status:
0 = Normal rend.
1 = EOF.
2 = Time read exceeded mission stop time.
3 = Window error (not "on" or "off").
4 = Physienl read error.
5 = Two consecutive end-of - LOS windows.
6 = Two consecutive begin -of-LOS windows.
RESID - ID code to represent the type of resource (i.e..
TDRS - E. TDRS-W).
REQID - ID code to represent the request (i.e., Landsat D,
Landsat D I , PM) .
REQTYP - ID code to represent the type of request (i.e..
Real/Time relay, T /R dump) .
RQID - The current request ID being scheduled.
i
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STACK — The temporary storage buffer for request windows
before writing them to the output disk file.
SWOFF — A saved stop time created when AM subdivided an
"LOS window".
SWON — A saved start time created when PM subdivided an
"LOS window".
TOFFST — The offset time period between Landeat D and D'
(in minutes) .
TORE — The length of the orbital period (in minutes) .
WOFF — The stop time for the current LOS window.
WON — The start time for the current LOS window.
2.4.2 Subroutine LANDSA
1. Description:
LANDSA schedu. , !s an odd and even orbit R;T relay for
Landsat D and D'*. if an odd or even orbit cannot be scheduled on
Landsat D. a maximum value ( - 4000000.0) -,hill be stored in all time words
to prevent those events from going to the output file.
Because some Landsat-TDRS contacts last for more than one
Landsat orbit, provisions are made to limit the line-of-sight window to a
single orbital period by calculating a beginning orbit time (BEGORB) and
ending orbit time (ENDORB) . Any remainder of it window beyond the
ENDORB time will be consido.red for the next orbit before input is rea l
again.
The variables WON and WOFF are used to hold the on-off window
pair as rend from the input disk file. The window for an orbit currently
being scheduled will be held in the variables TON and TOFF (TON ?
BHGORB -ind TOFF < ENDORB) .
After each Landsat D schedule (odd or even orbit) . the scheduled
results will be printed to the Cirr operator. and LANDSA will call the




BEGORH — Beginning orbit time (in minutes) for the
currant orbit.
*Because the I.aa&nt Scheduler program LAND.D does not schedule a D'
relay. LANDSA will not call the DPRIME subroutine for scheduling.
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DPTI, DPT2. DPT3. DPT4. FLAG. LINE. NRFIL. NRUNF,
REQID(2), REQI0(3). T1. T2, T3. 'r4.
S. Called by:
Main Progr,ars ► .
6. Calla:
Subroutine DREAD. DSTORE, DPRIMF. DWRITH.
DLT3 — Difference (in minutes) totween an even orbit
start time and its adjusted start time.
DLT4 — Differenoe (in. minutes) between an even orbit
stop time and its SQ1 < < ,A stop tine.
HNDORB — 2nding orbit time (in minutes) ibr the current
orbit.
ORSNO — Number of the current orbit (1,2,...N).
R — Current random number between 0.0 and 1.0.
GT3 — A saved even orbit start time (in minutes).
814 — A saved even orbit stop time (in minutes).
TOPT — The current "partial LOS window" stop time (in
minutes).
TON — 1 ita current "partial LOS window" start time (in
minutes).
Ti — The current start time (in minutes) for a scheduled
Landsat D odd orbit relay.
T2 — The current stop time (in minutes) for a scheduled
Landsat D odd orbit relay.
T3 •- The current start time (in minutes) for a scheduled
Landsat D even orbit relay.
T4 — The current stop time (in minutes) for a scheduled
Landsat D even orbit relay.
3. Input Variable Names:
DLTATI. DLTAT2. DT1ME. ICLR. LINE. MAX, MSTART,
NOCLR, REQI1)(1), REQ1D(2), RFI.C, TORB, WOFF. WON.









DPRINR schedules an odd or even orbit relay Ibr Landed D', 	 I
based upon the Landsst D scheduled result s. 	 i
- if Landed D was not scheduled (-4000000.0 in the Landed
D	
}
D time words), then Landsat ' will not be scheduled. (Storing 	 +
- 4";;8000.4 in all the time words will prevent those evants from going to
the output file).
- If Landed D was scheduled, then D' wUl be scheduled, and
the start and stop times will be checked for exceeding the mission stop
time or Jbr occurring during a PM time period. If either of these are
true, then the maximum negative value ( - 4000000 . 0) is returned as the
D' scheduled results.
DPRIME prints the Landed D' scheduled results to the,,CRT
operator, along with the appropriate program message if theent,tas




TS - Coming into the subroutine, TB is the start time of
the Landsat D. odd or even orbit. G%Ang out of the subroutine. TB is
the start time of the Landad. D' odd or even orbit.
TE — Coming into the subroutine. TE is the stop time of
the Landsat D odd or even orbit. Going out of the subroutine. TE is
the stop time of the Landad D' odd or aven orbit.
b. Locals:
3. Input Variable Names:
LINE. MAX, MSTOP. NRFIL, NRUNF, . PMT1. PMT2, TB, TE,
TOFFST
4. Output Variable Names:
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6. Calls:
2.4.4 Subroutine DREAD	 i
1. Description:
	 !
DREAD performs the following:
— Cheeks the condition of the PM flag (PMFLG) and takes the
appropriate action:
PMFLG = 0, Normal return — no PM occurring, or the
overlapping LOS window was adjusted to the
leftor right of the PM window. The , program
will proceed.
= 1, PM time was occurring for the entire LOS
window, so the program will return to DREAD
to get the next LOS window.
'	 = 3, PM time subdivided the LOS window, using the
the first portion for the current LOS window
and saving the other portion for the next time
when DREAD is called to get the next window.
The program will proceed.
— Reads the input file to get next window until it is between
MSTART and MSTOP or until error or EOF is encountered. Window
start and stop times are placed into WON, WOFF, (WON ? MSTART and
WOFF s MSTOP).
— Makes checks on the window record and, according to the
checks made, sets a read flag (RFI,G) condition as follows:
RFLG = 0, "normal read" condition.
= 1, EOF was encountered.
= 2, time read exceeded mission stop time.
= 3, window error (status neither "on" nor "off").
= 4. physical read error.
= 5, two consecutive end-of- LOS windows encountered.




F _..	 .:1	 ^.
b. Locals:
Inn — Fla to represent the portion of the window	 Nd read.lag
	
P	 Po	 ^
Initially it is preset to -i to indicate at mission start time. After the
	 I
first record is read, IFLG will be set as follows:
	 ?
6 = an end -of-LOS window record was read.
I = a begin -of-LOS window record was read.
TIME — Total time of an event in minutes.
3. Input Variable Names:
t1	 IBUF. IOFF, ION, MSTART, MSTOP, PMFLG, RBUF, SWOFF,
t	 SWON, WOFF, WON.
4. Output Variable Names:
	 i





2.4.5 Subroutine PMSCHD (TB.TE)
1. Description:
PMSCHD checks the current LOS window against the current
PM window whose stop time is greater than the LOS window's start time.
It adjusts the LOS window 's start and/or stop times, when necessary,
to avoid any overlapping times and sets a PM flag ( PMFI ,G) condition as
follow s:
PMFLG = 0, No overlapping exists between PM and LOS windows.
= 1, LOS window start and stop times completely over-
lapped with PM times, so will return to get a new
window.
= 3, PM time subdivided an LOS window, using the
first portion for the current LOS window andj	 saving the other portion for the next time when





TB — start time of the current LOS window (WON).
TE — stop time of the current LOS window, (WOFF) .
b. Locals:
3. Input Variable Names:
PMTt, PNIT2. T13. TE
4. Output Variable Names:
IST FI.G . PMFLG . PMT l . PMT 2 , TB, TE, SWOFF. SWON
5. Called by :
Subroutine DREAD
6. Calls:
Subroutines 13MGEN . DSTORL:.
2.4.6 Subroutine 1'11GLN
1. Description:
PMGF.N lrenerntes a "preventative maintenance window" (i.e. ,
a start and stop time when preventative maintenance for computer hard-




3. Input Variable Names:
MSTART, MSTOP, PMDUR. PMFRI-.Q, PMSTRT
27
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2.4.7 Subroutine DSTORE (TB,TE)
1. Description:
According to the status of the store flag ( ISTFLG), DSTORE
places the appropriate window start and stop times in a storage buffer
(STACK) along with additional unique identification for each record.
ISTFLG = 0, a scheduled relay window is being stored.
= 1. a PM window is being stored.
In both of the cases, above, the signs are changed on the start and




TB — start time for the current odd or even Landsat D,
D', or PM scheduled results.
TE -- stop time for the current odd or even Landsat D,
D', or PM scheduled results.
b. Locals:
3. Input Variable Names:
TOFF, ION. IR . ISTFLG. TB, TE, RBUF(2), REQID(3),
REQTYP, RI3SID, RQID
4. Output Variable Names:











DWRITE writes the schedulable events to the output disk file.
— Tests the FLAG status:
FLAG = Q, normal dill — only empty the STACK down to
the tenth record.
= 1, clear the entire STACK.
— Tests the number of records in the STACK. If less than or
equal to ten records in the STACK, return. If greater than ten records,
calls CRSRTR subroutine to sort the STACK in descending order.
— Beginning with the bottom of the STACK, checks the records'
time words for being greater than zero. If the times are greater than
zero, the records are skipped. If not, the time words are converted to
seconds and milliseconds. Their signs are changed back to their original




IPMSEC -- Total PM seconds (integer) .
KEYS — The array of indices for the order in which words
are to be sorted.
NCREC — Number of records to be sorted.
NKEYS - Number of keys to be sorted.
NWD — Number of words to be sorted.




PMSEC — Total PM seconds (real). i
3. Input Variable Names:
FLAG, IOFF, ION, IR, NOCLR, RBUF(32), REQID(3),
(STACK(J,IR), J = 1,6)
4. Output Variable Names:
IBUF(32), IR, KEYS, NCREC, NKEYS, NWD, RBUF(32)








This Scheduler primarily schedules tape-recorder dumps from
satellite payloads through a system of TDRS's. It uses, as input, the
output time line files from the Landsat Scheduler program to determine
the available time intervals remaining for scheduling data relays after
the Landsat real-time relays and preventive maintenance. DSDS is used
to generate LOS time lines for the satellites that record data on tape for
subsequent T /R dumps, as well as for real-time data relays.
See Table 3-1 for LOS file formats.
Each dump can be made at any time within a fixed window which
will be defined for each satellite. The TDRS relay channels are available
resource windows during the time frames when the TDRS is not busy.
The windows or time periods during which a dump must occur are referred
to as request windows. The line of sight time lines for the satellites are
the periods of time within which re ;nests can he filled.
The program will write an output disk file with each record con-
taining a message for each significant status change. Refer to Appendix
B.3 for an example of a test run output file. The three message types
are described as follows:
*(1) "Request scheduled" messages will include:
a. time period (begin time and end time)
b. request ID
c. resource ID
d. current priority rating
e. resource type cede
f. request type code
g. message type code = 1
(2) "Unscheduled request" messages will include:
a. time period
b. request ID
c, current priority rating
d. request type code
e. message type code = 2
(3) "Unused resource" messages will include:
a. time period
b. resource ID
c. resource type code
d. message type code = 3
AREAEXPAND will be used to generate various plots for detailed analysis
and reports (see Appendix B.5).
*NOTE: To be compatible with the plot software, the output message
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To execute the TDRS Scheduler, t
generate setup files, using the FILESET program (see Appendix C) or
the Editor, to specify and parameterize the resources and requestor
requirements. See Table 3-2 for a description of the data structure for
the setup files, and Appendix B.1 for examples of resource and requestor
setup files. Note that the filenames in record i of the resource setup
file are the Landeat scheduled time line files generated as output by the
Landsat Pcheduler, whereas the LOS time line filenames in record 4 are
LOS time lines generated by DSDS for each requestor/resouroe combina-
tion. Refer to Table 3-1 for LOS time line file formats.
During program initialization operator input parameters include
mission start, mission stop and statistical stop times, resource setup
filename/s, requester setup filenames/s. binary output filename and
detailed print output filename. Refer to Appendix B.4 for error mes-
sages which may appear when appropriate during a test run along with
subsequent program actions. The initialization and run time procedures
for the TDRS Scheduler follow:
(1) Sign-in on the PRIMLE 400 computer using the appropriate
user file directory (UFD), where the files to be accessed are located.
Refer to Appendix B-2  for an example of an execution run.
(2) For a hard copy of everything that appears on the CRT
screen during a test. enter 'COMO filename' for eventual spooling to the
line printer.
(3) To initiate program execution. enter 'SSG #TDRS.SCHED'.
(4) Respond to the prompts for time parameters with real numbers
(using a decimal point) in minutes:
Mission start. mission stop and statistical stop.
Statistical time intcrvca.
(5) Respond to ti p . -rompts for filenames with a maximum of
6 alphanumeric characters, starting with an alphabetic:
Output filename.
Detailed output print filoname.
Respond to the prompt for initial interrupt/restart time with
a real number.
(6) Respond to the prompts for filenames with a maximum of 6
alphanumeric characters, starting with an alphabetic:
Resource setup filename.
Requestor setup filename.
Respond to the prompts for another resource and/or requestor
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i(7) Fbilowing the printed message "Scheduling in mess ;
the Scheduler will attempt to schedule data relays. See Section 3.3,
Program Flow, for statistics for each requestor to be printed on the CRTfor each statistical time interval. When either all resources or all
requestora become inactive or when statistical stop time is reached, all
records will be written to the output file, and total statistics for each
requestor will be printed to the CRS' screen.
(8) Another more complete set of statistics for requestors and
ramrces is oomputed and displayed on the CRT. Refer to Section 3.3,
Program Flow, for a description of the statistics.
(9) If a 'COMO' file was made. enter 'COMO -END'. Then enter
'SPOOL filename' to get a hard copy of the file on the line printer.
(10) To convert the binary output file to a readable ASCII format,
enter 'SEG #NEW OUTPUT'. Respond to the prompts for output filename,
and either a spooling fllenamr or carKage return for an ASCII printout
to the CRT.
(11) To make an iterative run with the remaining available resource/s
time Intervals, mnni+ally generate another resource setup file with FILESET
or with the Kditor. Add 2000 to the resource ID. taken from the previous
output file, to indicate to the Scheduler that this will be an iterative run.
Note that the remaining available resources may be used in conjunction
with other resources.
Manually generate a new roquestor setup file/a for other requestor
requirements. Then begin program execution with step 2) .
(12) If doaired. the operator may run AREAEXPAND to generate
various plots for detailed analysis and reports.
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a 3 PROGRAM FLOW
The Satmduler block diagram indicates a general program flow (see
Pure 3-1) :
(1) Manually generated setup files are read into control arrays
which specify and parameterize the resources and requestor requirements.
Resources and requesters require a minimum of two separate Mess data for
a given resource will be input by 2 disk records. wh erem dat:. &:r each
requestor will be input by 3 to 5 disk records as required. The two
pseudo control arrays. RAVAIL which describes the resources and RQTBL
which describes the requestor requirements, are used to control the
scheduling sequence. Each paeud-. array is comprised of matrices which
parameterize each resource or each requestor. See Table 3-2 for control
array variable names and composition. s=;d Section 3.4, Subroutines, for
parameter and variable definitions.
(2) The first resource window available for rcheduling is read and
stored into RAVAIL. by row, for each resource (subroutine RESRD).
RESRD calls subroutine F II.RD . which reads a computed number of
resource available windows into the DIN array when necessary according
to a file position pointer, and returns the first window to the calling
routine. Subsequent halls return the next available resource window
until it becomes necessary to rend the next group of records from that
file until end of file.
(3) A subroutine called REQGEN is used to generate various types
of request requirements based on the request type code and request
description parameters which may designate a variable request time.
The type code is used to select the appropriate algorithm to generate
requests based on the accompanying parameters. See Appendix B.6 for
a description of the request generation algorithms. REQGEN places the
generated request requirements into RQTBL in the appropriate row.
(4) The resource available window with the earliest start time is
selected for 'next' resource to be scheduled (subroutine EARWND). At
this time (start of the window) there may be requests which cannot be
scheduled. They are replaced by the next requirement from the same
requestor (subroutine REQUPD). For statistical computatiur g , the
summation of request time periods lost is stored, and unfill,- request
messages are generated ,uul :stored in the output disk file (subroutine
MSG2) .
(5) If the interrupt /restart time has been reached. the resource
and requester control arrays are updated and the flies are positioned
properly (see POSREQ and POSRES in Section 3.4, Subroutines). Also





































Figure 3-1. TDRS Scheduler functional block diagram.
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1_.
(g) If there we any resources left to be scheduled and requests
to be filled and the resource window is between mission start and,mission
stop. a current priority rating is computed and stored for each request
in the RQTBL (subroutine PRIORT)
Two levels of priority are considered:
Level 1 — all active requests with window reference time Use
than the start time of the current earliest resource available 	 +
window; i.e., T  z Won.
Level 8 — all other requests.
(7) To avoid wasting resources, the Scheduler (subroutine
SCHEDL) first attempts to schedule a request at the resource window
opening by considering requests in priority order and in RQTBL order
(subroutine OPTSCH). If all conditions are met in OPTSCU, subroutine
CKLOS checks line of sight between requestor and resource. If the
request is scheduled, a scheduled request message is sent and RQTBL
is updated (subroutine MSGI), and the resource in RAVAIL is updated
(subroutine UPDRES).
If the optimum schedule cannot be made and resources must be
wasted (subroutine MSG3) , the waste is minimized by scheduling the
earliest request available that fits (subroutine CKLOS2) by priority order
using subroutine EARSCH. If a request is then scheduled, MSGI and
UPDRES are called.
If the entire resource cannot be scheduled, an unused resource
message is sent (subroutine M803). and RAVAIL is updated (subroutine
UPDRES).
Statistics are computed (subroutine STATSV) and printed to the
operator (subroutine CLSSPR) for each requestor throughout the schedu)-
ing sequence. Statistics printed on the CRT according to the statistical
class interval include:
Number of unfilled dumps
Number of scheduled dumps
Time lost in minutes
Time scheduled in minutes.
(8) When all the resource files or the requests are depleted (all
resources or all requestors inactive) or statistical stop time is reached,
all status change messages are written to the output file from the output
queue (subroutine STOREQ) in chronological order (subroutine CL)ARQ
which calls WRITEQ). The following statistics. again for each requestor,
are printed to the screen (subroutine TOTLPR) :
40
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Total unfilled dumps {dY
Total scheduled dumpy	_ }"
Total time last
Total time mauled
Other statistics, ibr the combined requestof and the cned
resources, are printed to the .operator (in. minutes):
Total requested time
a'
Total unfilled request time
Total available resource time
Total scheduled time
Total wasted resource time }
Percentage of total requests tilled
Percentage of total resource utilization
Number of scheduled requests
Number of unfilled requests
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RRSFN (2.N1) = Time line filename.
RESD80 ,141) = File desca4ption.
	 j
RESPR(N1) = Priority Wt. used).
RBSPAR(M1,141) _ Type code and pa metere (not used).
4.28M2 , N 1) = Time interval of available resource from TON
to TOFF.	 f
Y IMPTIt (N1) = Block painter.	 i
RESSUB (N1) = Sub block pointer.
RESPOS (N1) = File read position pointer.	 I
where N1 = No. of resources.
M1 = No. of description parameters. 	 l
I
RQTBL Requestor Control Array
s REQID (N2) =ID.
REQAI(N2) = Active /inactive code.
RRQF 'N(2,N2) = Time line filename (not used).
REWISMN2) = File description.
REQPR(N2) = Priority.
REQPAR (M2,N2) = Type code and parameters.
RQRSFN ( 2*N1,N2) = Requestor /resource LOS time line filenames.
REQDID (M3+1,N2) = No. of dependent ID's for this parent and
ID list.
DELAY (M3) = Delays between dependents and parent ID (Degrees) .
REQW (2,N2) = Time interval during which resources are needed.
REQPTR ( N2) = Block pointer into DIN array.
REQSUB(N2) = Sub block pointer into DIN array.
TD(N2) = Used to compute TR. If last request was not filled,
TD = end of request window. Otherwise, TD =









TR(N2) = Computed request window reference time,
(TR+kl, TRW) when kl,k2 = window parameters;
i.e., offsets from the reference time.
See Appendix B.6 for requestor algorithm descrip-
tions for each requestoar t"ne.
R(N2) = Pseudo random number between 0.0 and 1.0.
LOSPTR(N1,N2) = E:^ck pointer into. DIN array.
LOSSUB(N1,N2) = Sub block pointer into DIN array.
RQRSPO (N 1, N 2) = File road position pointer.
where N2 = No. of requestors.
M2 = No. of description parameters.
M3 = No. of dependent IDs.
HERS
BINT,EINT = Schedulable interval computed in CKLOS2 sub-
Intersection of resource window, requestor window, and
resource LOS time line.
BLKPTR = Block pointer for last record read from a given
(DIN array pointer).
BUFFER(10) = Array for individual status messages before
transferred to the output queue.
CLASS = Statistical class time interval.
CREQ(N2) - Array containing all requests that could be
scheduled within the current window (WON, WOFF) - subr. EARSCH.
DATFIL(2) = Detailed data print filename.
DIN00000) = Array into which LOS time line records are
`	 read, according to file position format. Each block as follows:
WORD 1 = Window ON time.
•	 WORD 2 = Window OFF time.
WORD 3 = Resource ID.	 If applicable.
WORD 4 = Requestor ID.	 If applicable.
WORD 5 = Request type.	 If applicable.
DT IME = Duration of a request, within a request window —
also REQPAR MO.
ID = Resource or requestor ID.
•.	 a
IF1LE = Line of sight time line filename.
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I2 = Resource row number in RAVAIL.
L(50) Used by random number generator function DRAND to
provide 50 distinct pseudo random number streams.
MSTART = Mission start time (in minutes).
MSTOP = Mission stop time (in minutes) .
MSTP = Statistical stop time for completion of statistical
computations before actual MSTOP (in minutes). Generally MSTOP should
exceed MSTP by an amount ? the longest scheduling period.
NCDT(N2) = Total number of scheduled dumps for each
requestor.
NOREC = Computed number of records allocated in the DIN
array per time line file :access.
NPLEVS = Number of priority index table levels.
NPOS = Time line file position pointer used in FILRD subr.
NQ = Number of messages in output queue.
NRQ = Number of requestors.
a
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NUNFT(N2) = Total number of unfilled dumps for each
requestor.
OPFILE(2) = Output filename.
PRATE = Priority level/rating currently used for scheduling,
(0 = highest, 1 = next).
QTIME = Latest time to be written from output queue.
Normally set to the earliest request window closing time; set to PAB in
CLEARQ.
QUEUE(32, 150) = Array where output records are temporarlly
stored to insure output file is written in chronological order.
REQUNF(N2) = Dump minutes lost for each requestor.
RFI.G = Disk file read flag. (0 = successful read, 1 = EOF) —
subr. FILRD.
RNCD(N2) = Number of scheduled dumps for each requestor
within a class interval.
RNUNF(N2) = Number of unfilled dumps for each requestor
within a class interval.
ROWK = Row number of earliest active resource available
window in RAVAIL.
RQNFT(N2) = Total unfilled dump minutes for each requestor.
SIZ = Number of words for each DIN array block.
STATUS = Has 0 value if scheduling subroutine unsuccessful.
If a request is scheduled, Status contains RQTBL row number of scheduled
request.
SUBPTR = Sub block pointer for lost record read from a
given disk file — DIN array pointer.
TAVL = Total available time in minutes for all resources
combined.
TB,TE = Beginning and end times for unused resource.
TBEGIN,TEND = Beginning and end times for unfilled request.
i
TI = Operator input interrupt/restart time.










.	 TII DT(NR) • 2UM sabedalml dump shwates m each
requester.
TI1d1 ,TIM2 = Statistioel tim iatszwal begin and end times.
THIN s "van and-of-file iruiieator.
TON, TOFF = Line of sight time line window.
TRBQ = Total requested time in minutes.
TECH = Total scheduled time in minutes.
TUNF = Total unshed request time in minutes.
TWST = Total wasted resource . time in minutes.
TO, TN = Beginning and end (TO + DTIME) times for
scheduled request.
T1, T2 = Request data relay window for optimum schedule
attempt, beginning at start of resource available window.
WON, WOFF = On and off times for current earliest resource 	 1
window / i.e., the begin and end times for the available resource with
next available time for scheduling.
5.4.2 Subroutine CKLOS ( I1,12,T1,T2,CHECK)
1. Description:
CKLOS checks line of sight between requestor and resource for
optimum relay between times T1 and T2. If the requestor 11 can see the
resource I2 between T1 and T2 continuously, CHECK flag is set to 1;
otherwise 6 0 0. If end of file is reached (RFLG = 0 from FILRD) for
requestor-resource time line file from DSDS , requestor becomes inactive
in RQTBL.
2. Input Variable Names:
I1. I2, TON, TOFF, T1, T2, RFLG, RQRSFN (2,I1),
BLKPTR, SUBPTR, NPOS.
$. Output Variable Names:











CKLOS2 determines if the requestor/resource LOS simultaneously
intersects 6"he requested time interval and the earliest resource available
window. If the requestor 11 can see the resource I2 between BINT and
EINT ontinuously, CHECK flag is 1; otherwise 0. If end of file is
reached (RFLG = 0 from FILRD) for requestor-resource time line file
from DSDS, requestor becomes Inactive in RQTBL.
2. Input Variable Names:
I1, I2, TON, TOFF, RFLG, RQRSFN(2,I1), BLKPTR, SUBPTR,
NPOS.
s. Output Variable Names:








CI.EARQ calls WRITEQ to write all records in the output queue
to the output disk file.
2. Input Variable Names:
None.
3. Output Variable Names:





•	 3.4. 5 Subroutine CLUS03 (ROWK)
1. Description:
CIMSGS sends an unused resource message for ROWK in
BVM8G3 array to the output queue if it contains a valid window. BVMBGS
saves unused resource messages which may be contiguous with later
messages.
2. Input Variable Names:
SVMSG3(2, ROWK), ROWK.








CLSSPR computes and prints the following statistics for each
requestor for nach statistical class interval that begins prior to the sta-
tistical stop time , number of unfilled dumps, number of scheduled dumps,
dump time loot in minutes, dump time scheduled in minutes.
2. Input Variable Names:
NRQ, TIM1, TIM2, MSTP, NCD(NRQ), NUNF(NRQ),
NUNFT(NRQ), RQUNFT(NRQ), REQUNF(NRQ), NCDT(NRQ)ol
TIMSDT(NRQ), TIMSCD(NRQ).
3. Output Variable Names:







3.4.7 Subroutine CRSRTR(IR, KEYS, NKEYS,NWD,NREC)
1. Description:
CRSRTR sorts a real array in core according to arguments
passed to it.
2. Input Variable Names:
IR = array name,
•	 NREC = number of records to be sorted.
KEYS = array of indices for order in which words are sorted,
NKEYS = number of KEYS,
NWD = number of words to be sorted.
3. Output Variable Names:
IR.






EARSCH attempts to schedule the earliest possible active request
from RQTBL according to priority after optimum scheduling was not pos-
sible. All eligible requests go into CREQ array. If the earliest possible
schedule is made, STATUS = request row number in RQTBL. If request
cannot be scheduled for this resource, STATUS = 0. See Appendix B.6
for request generation algorithms.
2. Input Variable Names:
REQAI(N2), N2, REQPR(N2), WON, WOFF, REQPAR(6,N2),
REQW(1,N2), CHECK, BINT, F.INT, NPLEVS, ROWK.
3. Output Variable Names:
I = request row number in RQTBL, ROWK, BINT, EINT,









EARWND scans active resources in RAVAIL for the window with
the earliest start time as next window to be scheduled (WON. WOFF) in
row ROWK.
2. Input Variable Names:
N1, RESAI(N1), RESW(2.N1).
3. Output Variable Names:







FILRD reads a computed number of disk file records NOREC into
the DIN array according to file position pointer NPOS, and passes the
initial window read back in COMMON. Subsequent enUs return the next
window back until it becomes necessary to read again. or until end of
mission time, or until end of file.
2. Input Variable Names:
BLKPTR, SUBPTR, NPOS, SIZ. IFILE(2). FLAG = ON/OFF
code indicator, IB UF(32) , NOREC . MSTART , MSTOP , TMIN , RDEND .
3. Output Variable Names:





SEARCH, POSNSA RPOSSA, EXIT.
1.4.11 Subroutine 1NTR*r— (`)'I,NI,N2)
1. Descripticu::
INTRPT reads it -anplete set of each of resource setup files and
requestor setup tiles at the. interrupt/restart time which Was a keyboard
entry by the operator in AWN, to re-parameterise resources and
requestors. The order and number of resources and requestors must be
maintained for each interrupt. Activated resource and requestor files are
positioned by POSRES and POSREQ. INTRPT inputs the next interrupt
time from the operator.
2. Input Variable Names:
N1, N2.





RSRFAD, RQREAD, POSRLS. POSREQ.
3.4.12 Subroutine MS(;](I,ROWK,TO)
1. .:ascription:
MSGi sends it scheduled request in RQTBL row I on the resource
in RAVAII, row ROWK for the output disk file. Updates RQTBL row I
by calling REQGRN.
2. Input Variable Names:
I. ROWK. TO. RESID(ROWK). REQID(I), REQPR(i), TN.
REQW(2.I). REQPAR(10.D. RESPAR00,ROWK), MSTP.
3. Output Variable Names:








M802 sends an unfilled request message for the request in rosy
I of RQTBL to the output queue for subsequent output to disk file.
Updates the request in RQTBL by calling REQGEN .
2. Input Variable Names:
1, REQID(I), REQPR(I). REQW(2.I). REQPAR(10,I) TBEGIN,
TEND, MSTP.
3. O, !.put Variable Names:




STOREQ . R%QGRN .
3.4.14 Subroutine MSG3(IIOWK ,TR .Th)
1. Description:
MS03 sends an unused resource message for the resource in row
ROWK of RAVAIL to the output queue for subsequent output to disk file.
2. Input Variable Nnmes:
ROWK, RESID(ROWK). IT. TE. RESPAR(IO.ROWK), MSTP.
3. Output Variable Dames:










OPTSCH attempts to make an opfluium relay ed*dWe fm all
active requesters In RQTI)L. according to priority, lo start at- 1W*jhmdng
of resource window (WON AOFF). See Appendix B  for a desedption of
request generation algorithms.
2. Input Variable Names:
1, ROWK, N2, REQAI(I). REQPR(I), CHECK, REQPAR(10,1),
REQW(2,I), WON, WOFF.
3. Output Variable Names:







POSREQ determines if an active requestor window Is positioned
properly, in reference to the interrupt /restart time, to make it a schedule
candidate. The window must allow the entire requested relay time to be
available after the operator input interrupt time. Otherwise, another
request window is generated until the position is proper.
2. Input Variable Names:
TI, I, RBQAI(I), REQW(2,I), REQPAR(6,I).










POSRES determines if an active resource available window is
positioned properly in reference to the int..-:erupt/restart time, to make
it a schedule candidate. If the start of th window is beyond the capera-
for input interrupt time, it is properly positioned. Otherwise, if the and
of the window is beyond the Interrupt time, the window start time is
replaced by the interrupt time, shortening the available time for a proper
fit. If neither, the next resource window is read in until the position
is proper.	 i
:a
2. Input Variable Names:
TI, I, RESAI(I), RESW(2,1).








PRIORI computes current priority ratings for RQTBL requests.
If a requestor is active and WON > TR , priority is set to 1. Otherwise,
requestor priority is set to 2.
2. Input Variable Names:
N2, RI,QAI(N2), TR(N2), WON.








3.4.19 Subroutine R19QnEN (I)
1. Description
REQGHN goncruteA varlou3 types of request require news based
	
f^f
ors- the request type code and request description parameters, which may
	 I.
designate a variable request time duration. The type code is used to
	 !
select the appropriate algorithm to generate requests 'based on the accom-
panying parameters. Dependent We are requestor types 4 or 6 only.
Refer to Appendix B.6  for algorithm doWtions for all requester types.
RBQ48N placed the generated request requirements into RQTBL. in the
appropriate row. See finable 3-2.
2. Input Variable Names:
REQDID( S .1) NIDRQ ( I), DIDRQ ( 5,I), RBQAI ( I), RBQPAR(6,I),
R(I). MSTART , TMIN , DELAY(4) , MSTOP, 1.
3. Output Variable Names:
TR(I), TD(I), REQW(2,I).
4. Called by:






REQ1I111) replaces an outdated request in RQTBL. If current
resource win(low (WON, WOFF) opens too late to satisfy a request, an
unfilled request message is sent to the output queue, and a new request
Is generated.
2. Input Variable Names:
REQAI(N2), N2, WON, REQPAR ( 6.N2).










RESRD places the next resource available window from FILRD
into row .I of RAVAIL array until end of file. After physical end of file
or MSTOP time is reached, the resource is marked inactive.
2. Input Variable Names:
I, SUBPTR, BLKPTR, RESFN ( 2,I), NPOS, RFLG, RESID(I),
NK = dynamic pointer for DIN array, DIN(NK), DIN(NK+1).
3. Output Variable Names:








RQREAD reads a manually generated requestor setup file accord-
ing to the filename entered by the operator. The file is read into RQTBI.
requestor control arrays which specify and parameterize request require-
ments. Refer to Table 3-2 for a description of setup files.
2. Input Variable Names:
SETREQ(2,NNN) , REQID(II) , REQAI(II) , REQFN(2,II) ,
REQDS ( 5,II), REQPR ( II), REQPAR ( 6,II), RQRSFN ( 10,II), REQDID ( 5,II),
DELAY(4,II), NOREQ.
where NNN = requestor setup file array index.
II = requestor row number in RQTBL.
3. Output Variable Names:
REQID ( II), REQAI(II), REQFN(2,II), REQDS ( 5,II), REQPR(II),
REQPAR(6,II), RQRSFN(10,II), REQDID(5,II). DELAY(4,II), N2, IN2, N.
r	 '	 56
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RQROW determines the corresponding row number in RQTBL
control array for requestor NQ in the output queue.
2. Input Variable Names:
NRQ, REQID(NRQ), NQ, QUEUE(14,NQ).






3.4.24 Subroutine RSREAD(N 1)
1. Description:
RSREAD reads a manually generated resource setup file accord-
ing to the filename entered by the operator. The file is read into
RAVAIL resource control arrays which specify resource parameters.
Refer to Table 3-2 for a description of setup files.
2. Input Variable Names:
SETRES(2,NN), RESID(I), RESAI(I), RESFN(2,I), RESDS(5,I),
RESPR(I), RESPAR(6,I), NORES.
where N.N = resource setup file array index.
I = resource row number in RAVAIL.
3. Output Variable Names:









SCHEDL calls OPTSCH to attempt an optimum schedule for
resource window (WON, WOFF) of RAVAIL from the active requests in
RQTBL. If an optimum schedule is made, puts request row number I
into STATUS, updates TN end time to WON+DTIME, sends scheduled
request message to output queue, updates RQTBL, and finally updates
resource in ROWK of RAVAIL.
If optimum schedule was not possible, calls EARSCH attempting to
schedule resource in ROWK of RAVAII, with the earliest request that fits
by priority. If resource can be scheduled by EARSCH, sets requestor
row number I to STATUS, sends unused resource message for (WON,T1)
of resource K, updates TE end time to 13INT + DTIME , sends scheduled
request message, updates RQTBL, and finally updates resource in RAVAIL.
If the entire resource cannot be scheduled, sends unused resource
message to the output queue, saves resource for other requestor schedul-
ing attempts, and updates RAVAIL.
2. Input Variable Names:
ROWK, N2, WON, REQPAR(10,I).
3. Output Variable Names:










STATSV computes the statistics for generated class intervals.
If INIT flag is zero, Pets INIT to 1, generates next class interval and
resets statistical arrays to zero. Otherwise if time of last output queue
entry is greater than class interval, prints etstisties of that interval by
calling CLSSPF., which resets INIT to zero. If INIT is not zero, computes
statistics for message types 1 and 2.
2. Input Variable Names:
INIT, CLASS, QUEUE(1,NQ), NQ, I1, QUEUE(10,NQ), MSTART,
NRQ .
3. Output Variable Names:







STOREQ moves message types 1, 2, 3 records from the output
buffer area to the output queue. Tests for over-writing output queue
boundary. Also converts time in minutes to seconds and milliseconds.
2. Input Variable Names:
NQ, BUFFER(10).










TOTLPR prints the total class interval statistics after either all
resources or requestors are inactive, or statistical stop time is reached.
Statistics include total number of unfilled dumps, total minutes lost, total
number of scheduled dumps, and total minutes scheduled for each
requestor.
2. Input Variable Names:
NUNFT(NRQ), NCDT(NRQ), RQUNFT(NRQ), TIMSDT(NRQ),
NRQ.
3. Output Variable Names:







UPDRES updates resource by reducing resource window in ROWK
of RAVAIL by (TB ,TE) . If resource is depleted, replaces it with next
window from resource time line file by calling RESRD. If end of file is
reached or MSTOP exceeded, marks resource inactive.
2. Input Variable Names:
ROWK, TE, WON, WOFF, RESW(2,ROWK).








s.7. Y^ $ubruutir.v W'1ITEQ
1. Description:
WRITSQ sorts the output queue in desoending order by oslling
CRSRTR , and writes all reoards in the queue with time < QT= to the
output disk tile. Calls STATSV for statistical class interval computation
and printing.
2. Input Variable Names:
NQ, QUEUE(32,NQ), WON.
3. Output Variable Names:
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REQUEST 11.CO RITIM GENERATION
REQ(IFN (venerates varion- types of request requirements based on
the request type code and rAdur.st deseription parameters. fl ► e type
code determ i nes which requostor algorithm to use. REQGEN places the
generated request r ►_cl»irements into RQTBL in the appropriate row I.
B.6.1 TYPES 3 and 5
For request t, rpe c•odvc c 3 or 5. RF.QGEN generates a variably
	
Ipositioned request window of' fixed width. once each n orbits. Th^
window is defined by (•1'K(l)+i:LTR(I)-+M), where TR(I) is a reference
time initiall y gnner,itod randoi p ly within the first n orbits. To generate
initial winclo;v rnfeivnoe time, '''1; (T) .
TR(i) - JIM
	
or ► ► iIA Iwriod(I) `" n(I) + MSTAR'r.
See Tahle 3.2 and the TDWS, Soh( •duler Subroutines, Section 3.4, for
control : gray narres and pro-. rom variable definitions.
If there arc dependent re ► luestors (types 4 and f only), for this
parent regiiestnr. . 1Z1-.'Q(vFN	 up TD(h) reference time for the
dependent I1N.
TD(h) - ( -orhital ncric►cl(1)^i^(K))+'CR(I)+
(n1:T•AS'(.t) /.Sti0) c ► rhital period(I)
where .1 = inelcx itumhvr of dependent In and K = row number in R(ITBL
tar depend — il TO .1. Note '1 . 1?(1\') m , isl be initinlized to 0.
The ilod:itod ref ► 'ron r ► • tints tior types 3 and 5 is eomT)uted by
A
, rim)	 rn;I) + or , )it:il .•^ ^ ^^^:'.(, ^nl l )
Then to Irenerate the rcgne^ct window.
RFQW( 1.1) = T11(I) +k1(1)
11FQ1V(.'.!)	 TH(1)4k2(1)
1
0REQGE-N checks for a variable length relay time if 1000 was added
to the request type code in tilt , setup Me. Variable lenhth data reliry
time periods are for all requestor types.
REQPAR(7,1)7RNlE..AN=I'PA11(1)
REQPAll(8,1)=RI11IN=PPAR(2)
I?EO1 1 A11 9,1)=RMAX=P11AIt(3)
' It 1:(41)AIl ( 10,1)-SIGMA-P1';\1 ( •1)
RNUR11 PPAR , ISTRil )The function	 (	 genrrates ;i relay time that varies
randomly between RMIN and It111AX with mernn and standard deviation of
i	 Rl11EAN an(l SIGMA. ISTR111 is the stream numher for the DRAND function
which is invoked by RNOR111.
Renl - time v .winhle length rel;iys nre simulated by loading
t
REQPAR(4,1) = REQPAROM	 i.e.. kl = k:;.
REQGEN tests for this condition to correctly compute the request window
start and step times by using the current d;11a relay, period. For fixed
length data relays. real time requests are simul;itcd by loadini- k I+k3
equal to the data relay pcHO (I 1)'1'11111:.
11.6.2 TYPES •1 ;ind f►
For request tyres 4 anil 6. It RQGE.N 1;cnerates n request window.
as for types :1 and S. but for each m minutes r,ither than each n orbits.
Thus to generate the initial window reference time.
TR(I1=R(I )Im(1)4A1START.
1	 -
Note TR(I) must he preset to 0 ill 	 row 1.
11' there are dependent re(lucstors liar thin	 'rent requestor.
1	 REQGEN sets ill) TD(K) reference time for the c, ^ndeut Il)s .
TD(K) =m(K)+TR(I)+(DEI,AY(.I)/:i60)*orhital period(I)




To Retter-ite the request window.
The variable lenr!-tli r( , I:IV time and real time variabl length relays tare
ns deseribeel in I..I^. I.
Tho initial %vindow refer -mv timer for tY(luestor type 7 is defined by
TV(I) IISTAR1'.
HQ1'111, will mlitclin the parainetc-rti Il,'1 NTF,p.NRAit,kl.k'2 and 1)'CIl11F.
in RliQ11 AR, (1.1) ... RF(WAR(f,.l.. whviv IMAR is the mean time between
successive request av ii , dows. The updatod referenee timer for type 7 is
eomintted l).N'
TIM) 'I'li(1)IRM
where 1101	 V. XPO N(NI BAIt.l ). The rcquest winelow follows:
RI;OW( 1.1) 1 , N0) rk1(l)
I(I'.r %W) .i) '1'Itrl)AVI)
Type 7 imiy be real time i I' 1,1 anal k2 are rhwivii such that their









USER'S GUIDE FOR FILESET
This progrwn provides the user with the following options:
A) Read or write a resource setr.p fit^
R) Read or write n requestor se!up file.
Both tyres of files can be used with the program #TDRS. SCHED
(Re;'er to Table 3-2).
Procedu nos: To use the program FILE'SE'1'. the following steps,
some in response to the prompts on lire video screen, should be taken:
1) To start proRranr enter S EG #FILE,SE'I'. 0N 1: (return).
2) Despond to prompts:
"Enter R AV parameters I FLAG & INTL [FI-G = 1 to read.
IPLAG -- 2 to write NTL	 number (1 to 10) of filenames...
Enter :r negative value for..."
Enter 2 integer vnlucs for proper fmic:tions.
EX. 2 ? (return)
3) Respond to 1/0 filename pr(myt by enterinc • ;i 6 alphanumeric
word.
Ex. TEST12 (return)
It' name entered is not a new file, n prompt will instruct the user to
enter a I if the old file can be deleted or some other number if not.
F
4) Respond 'o resource/roquestor ID prompt. hinter proper integer
value (up to F di^jts).
Ex.	 2001 (return;)
**At this point the program allows t yre user to cancel the program execu-
tion by entering a ner;ative value.
5) Respond to active /inactive cod- prompt. Enter proper integer
value.
Ex. 0 (return)
G) Respond to resource/requestor filename (up to fi characters)









7) Respond to file description prompt. linter up to 20 characters.
8) Respond to priority code and 6 description parameters prompt. 	 M
Enter proper ii:te-er/real values. If remaining parameters are zero, a
/ (slash) can be used as a delimiter.
Ex. 0 1 99.5 2/ (return)
The program has completed one cycle for resource setup file and is ready
to start the second cycle (step 5). Enter negative value 1 ,i quit (see **).
9) if type code is greater ttian 1000. respond to "Awan. Min,
Max. and Sigma" prompt. Enter proper real values.
10) Respond to requester/resource LOS filenames pnimpt. Enter





11) Respond to HD parameter prompt. linter proper integer values.
Again it' tho remaining parameters fire zero, a / (slash) can be used.
Ex. 0 1 / (return)
At this point the program has completed one cycle for the reque: for
setup file and is ready to start the second cycle (step 5) . Enter
negative value to quit (see **) .
M.
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SF, • F1L Fc E I.CN1
GO
ENTER H/6' PA P A N ETEFS IFLG k rvTt
IFLG = 1 TO FFACe IFLG, = c, TO III FITE
KTL = "JUMoFF. FPC)P T TO IQ• 01 F ILF NAME`' FO P LOSFILF ARRAY
ENTER A .'.F6AT!VE VALUE FGF NTL TO RE.40 Di. 6RITE L FESGURCE FILE
-2
1
LNTEF 6 Ct:AWTEF n00L FO P I IIIC FILF
c
_,E T!tLc
L%TEV RE^GUR.CL O F i•.E;.LES1:k 1... L'jTE	 A
NEGATIVE VALV F TF CI,C I L FRh(,l.l.V
^_	 1
.E^.TER ACTIVE/INACTiV r CCCI :	 :CTIV• 1=INACTIVE
t ..	 U
LNTER RE-'- OURCL OR F.EGI:tSTE.r. I ILINA F'E: Lr TC L ChAHS.
FMS CSZL
^.	 LNIER FILE DLSCRIFT10r- TEXT: t.'F TL 2	 CH/'
TDRS EAST
LNTLR ^'RIOFITY CrCt AF.0 , CL'JLPI P TION PAKAPATCHS:
TYPE COD^.F(i)•...rFt .`1
1
ENTER RC`-OURCE Of' HE'..UESTEk 10, ENIF I. A
NEGATIVE VALL 17 TO CAP,'rFL	 tM
ENTER ACTIVE/INACTIVE CULL: 	 ACTIV:. 1=INACIIVL.
I
<	 ENTER RE-OLRCE Ok FEGULSIE R FILENnrL- UP TC C CHAKS.
SE.CSZ6
LNTEP FILE OC r CRIF-TIOP. TEXT: UP TC 2 L CHAPS.
TDRS WE ccT
ENTER PRIORITY COLE ANC C CESCFIPTION PAF.AMAIERS:	 _.
TYPE COGEgF.1)....•F(')
ENTER RESOLRCE 0P FEGLES'.EP I[. E F.TEP A
l	 NF-GATIVE VALUE Tc' CANCEL FROGrAN
OK r _COMO .-En1L
G1^
(	







ENTER M/Y PA I: All [ IFfS 1FL
	
a N7L
IFLG = 1 T,: 1:;AD 9
 IF L' _	 1	 '•I.ITt
I.TL a NUHI'FR.	 I It. 1 .	 I ILE '^A''F^ FC G LOSFILt. I+MFAY
F"ITER A NEC ATIVE VALUL F	 N1	 1 ( f'LAD 04 ► G11E A PEL(0 0 CE FILE
2
ENTEh (. CNAf ACTi k RAF'1 Fkk I/	 I II E
`ETREC
ENTEP RESOURCE Od FEGLESIt R I
	 Lr.lE+ A




EF:TER RE^GURCL OP K'.-GUESTt_F. F1L-NANF: UP TG t CHARS.rinr
LN1L'R FILE. D r. CRII 110 '+ I! tT: i^	 TG C' r..Aac.
LN'+Cit PIZIC ATY CK-F A>F • Dt:'fPIFTIC+ q FAPAMAT:nS:
TYPE CODF.r ( ► ) ,...•P(' )
ENTER u E41)t:T`!!'F7C•lJ +•lE LINt OF `IfPT FILENfF'CS:
HIT CR A r TEF. LACF' FILLtiAH-' A"' 'NICE
AFTER TH% LAST %AFE
. M"p4L
r(•rt1 71
ENTF_ a DEPEP^MrNT 111 VAHAMATEPS: 	
_..
1+10_ No. nF ', EF, tr.D; `T ^r+.UE'!TFF^ Fol. THTt PARENT IV
DiQ(1) q,...r^irw _ r rrrr f F ? & T ID Ar'RAY
DFLAY(1)....o(^+) _ i• tLAY 0A.'Y (IN 'FGPIES 1
ENTER RE$OUPr'C 0 t: MEG(ESTCR 11 1 . LNTL" A
M i ATIVC VALVE TO CA4CEL F'PO r ' !.M
ry"r+. A C T IVL /IMACTIV! COPE:	 t^TIVL, 2=INACIIVC
_P_
LNTE n
 RL^OIIPCL OF PFlUF STEP, F IL(NAPL: UP TO C CHARS.
ENTER FILE DfSCRIr TIrfF- T ,-'Y'T : 1•r I f' 2	 CHrRS.
.4A RS A
ENTER r'RIOFITY CrjCL AN^ E rF"•fFIEIICr FAPAPATCPS:
TYPE CDDF•r	 )
G 4103. 41 C. -12;,. i[(. 21).
ENTFR RE4UFSTrP/PrS0I1 1-'CF LINF CF .`.I(.HT FILENAMES:
HIT CP AFTER FtCH FILCr' l• 4 C All TV10E
AFTLP THE LAt,T NfFL
UAA171
ENTE li DEr' r N. DF t.1 IL PAF'AMAII r..:
N I D _ N 'i. OF FEP v r DI' T "F(.UC' IFF! . Fr
	 TV 1S I rhfl. T 11)
NOTE: Operator input underlined.
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 CEFENCENj-
_MJWAY
OELAY(1) q ...v(4) _ DELAY ARRAY (Ifs DEGREES 1.
0
-IXT._RL=- PS-E OR JUM.UlE& ID. ENTU- - d__
NEGATIVE VALUE TO CANCEL PROGRAM
ENTER AC T IVLLLkgS_LLL -Cs-n 	 k0-1.Vf.+ .L`IN&CT-IVL^_—_
ENTER_RHO
 LR . -F Q^_fi^.^4ESTT—R_ FILI~ NAYFU ^IQ-_^_ GARS_,
_EN) -R FILE DFS P




' ___EIYTM_PRLORITY^O^E ANQ_6__pES^RjPTjQN_P^RAM A. TERS;_,___
TYPE CODE9P0)•...9P(c)
_0 6 1 03, 4A0. -120. 120. Z0,
ENTE R  REGUESYER/RFSOURCE LINE OF SIGHT FILENAMES:—
_-.NI I -SR -AF TEg - -LAEH_FILENA M L_ AND




8171 — - --	 -	 - _ _—.—.	 — ---	
- --
PA R AMA_T E RSi.___.-
NID	 NO. CF DEPENDENT REQUESTERS FOR THIS PARENT ID 	 _-
DID(:)•..^DJ,Q	 ^E[tPENCENT _ID ARRAY
-
0ELAY(2)99..9(4) _ DELAY ARRAY (IN CEGREES 1
__S Tf R 50 VR Cj AL_R.LqU-E§_T E R _I^t _ES!TL A __--.	 —
NEGATIVE VALUE TO CANCEL PROGRAM
0Kg COMO --END
NOTE: Operator input underlined.
i IZIGINAL PAGE I°









TLGEN is an interactive, manual timeline generation program. It
provides an output timeline file (32 -word record line-of-sight windows)
to be used by the Landsat Scheduler programs
The CRT operator will he required to input only two words for
each 32-word record. The first input word will he the record word 1
• and will represent a s0rt or stop time in seconds. The second input
word will be the record word 16 and will represent either an "on" (1)
code, or nn "off" (2) mde. (Note: I menns the Landsat can be seen
by the TDRS: 2 means the Lnndsat is no longer in sight of the TDRS.)
In order to create it valid file. 111P input times must he sequential,
and they "on-off" codes must he nitcvimt in:. T' • C -. g ill he no limit to
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SAM1' Y 1`HIN'I001' of i'111; •1'I,(;I:N
 PROGRAM EXECUTION




l NOTr: OPERATOR INPT" T TNT)FF.T.TN" T)
AND ROM,	
I




l) Sign in on the PRIME 400 using the appropriate user file
directory (UFD) where the files to be used will he located.
2) For as hard copy of everything that appears on the CRT during
a program execution run. enter 'COMO filename' for eventual spooling to
the line printer.
3) Before the program can hef;in execution, the CRT operates
must designate an output file on the y disk by rnterinv 'OPEN filename 1 2'.
The filename may contain up to six alpha numeric clanracters.
4) Begin execution by entering 'SEG #Tl.(;EN'. System will respond
with as 'GO'.
5) Enter the first and each succeeding record entry. Efleh line
of input will represent the :32 word record. having only two of the words
input tv the CRT operator. linter:
a) Word one -- the time in sequenti:al seconds (integer).
b) A space to separate entries.
c) Word two - the niterrnhnK "on -off" status code (integer).
d) A carriage return .
6) To terminate record viitrivs. enter:
a; Word one - any nel*ative integer value.
b) A space to separate viit ries.
c) Word two - an "off" st:at us cx,de.
d) A carriage : eta rn .
The program %vill respoa • 3 wi.h a '**** PAUSE' message.
7) Depress the y 'CONTROL.' :and 'P' keys ximultaaneo _.y. This
will quit the prograam execution.
9) Close the output file by entering the a:ystvm command 'C AIV.
9) If as 'COMO' file wa gs initiated. terminate it by entering
'COMO -END'. To spool the CONIO file and };et a hard copy at the line
printer, enter 'SPOOL filename'.
'	 95
10 If it CO111O file w :c, not made . n copy of file ont pul file can he
ohtairted by ov,cnling the lnt4 , imr li,vad ONTR1•;lll Pi- ► i r rmn.	 1:lppendi,,
1).•# is it s:111 1pie of' fire I :TI;l:D program).
4,0 tiet up :1 0OMO file by enterinl r 'C;ONW) tilc•u: ►me' for
eventual sixmliiig to llie line printer.
h) Before cxcvutin ,y tilt , INTIUIt pro grain, the CRT operator
must open the outilllt tile. Ibr 'rvadivg only.' l'nicr 'OPEN filename 1 1'.
c) ltol rin execution by entering 'SEG #INTR1'.D'.	 The system
will reslxnul with a '11;0' :ind print the Tile to the CRT until the end of
file is readied. Then, ll— prognim wi l l respond with a '**** PAUSE'
message.
(1) Deprc ,sv. tl ► r TONTHOV ,cu(I T' keys si iailt,incously. This
will "QUIT" tho prol rr:lm exernt:on.
v) Close the file by oviterinj* the systrm oomnulnd 'C ALL'.
f) Termin:lte tile COMO) file by entering; '00,110 -END'. Spool






SAMPLE OUTPUT OF THE INTRED PROGRAM
OK •	 OP EN 	I, AV; 1	 1	 '





i	 ` C NOTE:
i;	 C0 1 OPERATOR INPUT








r r	 C I
7" c c







(Depress the CONTROL/P keys simultaneously)OKI
QUIT
C	 4L.^L
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